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ENGLISH TRANSCRIPTION: 

 

(:03). 

 

 

 

(:26). 

 

Are there any question? 

 

(:28). 

 

Q: Guatua … thank you so very much for bringing peace to the world.. 

(:30). and staying true to your words. 

Q:  

 

 

(:48). 

double blind testing .. 

(:50). 

 

(1:00). 

Gates stand for genocide… 

 

(1:02).  Q:  about suicide 

 

(1:04).   

K- We have to understand, e have to realize we are more powerful with this knowledge 

then before. What are we expecting form life, do we want to be a part… 

 

(1:06).  

 

(1:10). president of Ghana Youtube video on plan of elites ..   

 

Q:  Gans's …  

K- I am not in your stomach I don't know what you mixed .. 

 

(1:12).  

 

 

(1:16).  

Q:  

 

(1:20). ..  One of the reasons we could handle Corona so directly is because of the cases 

we have handled in the past.  

(1:22).  

photos of lady with Ca blocking the blood vessels … 



(1:24).  .. I was decalcifying here, while setting another system here, I was producing 

bone and flesh here. This was done in 2006.  

 

(1:26).  .. this hands belongs to the lady who we have grown a toe in, after amputation, 

Iranian citizen. So if you have the knowledge, while you are taking Ca off one place you 

put some other place where it's needed. These lady in 2006, 07 was faced with imminent 

amputation ..  

 

(1:28).  This process was done in 2006 -07, that's 12 years ago. It's permanent. She 

attended my father's funeral 2 years ago … 

 

Her brother died of the same disease , calcification around the heart .. 

There are about 30 people around the world that carry this disease . 

conversion of the Phosphor to Ca. ..   

when squeeze muscles Ca come out instead of blood.  (1:30).  

 

(1:32).  

Mr. Keshe fell off a horse.. 

 

(1:34).   

(1:40).  

 

(1:42).  

 

(1:44).  Ella:  

if not by someone, we'll do it ourselves .. it's up to us .. 

(1:48).  

don't be afraid … don't wait for others to do it, do it ourselves .. 

(1:50).  

K- .. I would like to ask Wang Lyn …  

 

WL-  She was being saving, by help from different volunteers ..  (1:52). Tells about 

woman got plasma water help in Wuhan.. 

(1:58).  K-  Don't have a fear if our governments don't do anything. understand to love 

and give from your soul to .. presidents .. 

When I read this article that this thing will create modification in the genes.  Maybe we 

need this modification, maybe in the long run this will become a blessing for us .. see a 

modification we need . 

(2:00). Post Corona for us in KF is space technology… 

Photo of a dossier which has been submitted to your leaders … 

 

the first page shocked the American officials when given .. 

(2:02).  

a gift from a nation to them ..  The flag of Iran, it's not just a word, it's a gift by a nation. 

"Successful application of the newly discovered GANS plasma and GANS water 

technology for detection, cure, prevention, and environmental disinfection of the 

COVID family of viruses in trails in Iran in 2020 pandemic."   How can you kill when 

you have been given a gift of life.  you will see this on the first page. I am proud of the 

colors of my nation. We answer war with generosity.   (2:04).  

Any questions? 



 

Q: Mark of Golden Age of Gans, .. about the Ca, back in the 60s a man named Louis 

Cuvr??   he proposed transmutation occurred ….  (2:06).  

.. (2:08).    .. so Corona is teaching … 

 

K- No, I know nothing about it, but many geniuses in the world. 

Q:  .. imagine how many other things will be discovered …  

 

 

 

(teachings here >>>>   ) 

 

K- As you say, the second virus that is coming. We have seen the one, two cases in Iran, 

from the time of notification to the ambulance to the hospital the patient has died… the 

second part of the implications of this T becomes essential.,  (2:10).   

we don't have time to detect .. 

 

Corona took intelligence from the memory bank of our cells, from ?? of ourselves. and 

mutated intelligence of ourselves, to it.  (2:12).  

some places they are feeling its strength when they walk … 

did it lock into DNA to human DNA .. 

every cell of man carries full genetic information .. .in calcified, it picked up in few 

seconds ..  

.. now it doesn't mutated it becomes us .. mutated  created its own fields it's own    

without dimensions ,, traveling as a soul ..  (2:14).  

 

 

 

this little chap has visited all our organs and taken a copy .. (2:18). would it somewhere 

down the line manifest itself as a human representation of energy?  

Q: I remember you saying that even if someone has the panda virus and they recover it 

they could get it again and again …. mutation   ? 

 

K- Yes, I think we need to. but it is something we are going to live with .. 

 

according to WHO statistics 95% success   (2:20).  

 

95% with a natural product, because the Gans are a natural product, they are a copy of 

our body, so they are one of us.  (2:22). 

Q:  

K- How would you like to deal with these souls.  

Q:  brought to  

 

K- We, I think people trying to create control, and structure of monarchy and the rest of 

it, they developed this virus, and to all the knowledge and assumption they had, they 

would control it, they will do it. and they will understand it, and they had a control in 

every shape and form.  (2:24). the only thing they didn't computate was that a 

knowledge like this would appear, and this becoming a fear, becomes a bank of 

knowledge for us.   

 



we are disposable packs of energy .. 

 

(2:26).  

 

(2:28).  

Q: I don't know if it is propaganda form other networks, but the numbers are inflated 

coming out of Iran?  

K- we have a problem, this is the second cycle, not the first. ?? coming out of the office 

of the president of Iran, has brought this about. And we will soon correct it, in the next 

few days. By next week this time, the key people who are blocking this T and other T, 

to save people, will be opened up to Iranian people .. the Ministry of Iran took the 

people to ransom .. stem cell… answer was zero, wouldn't even get 40% success…  

(2:30).    

they thought they would make millions out of it.  

 

.. now we can disclose more to you because we have everything in hand. The mayors 

have themselves and families are using the Gans .. 

 

(2:32).  

 

K- They want to control through the vaccinations. They are carrying out the plan of the 

Illuminati's, it's not their agenda. So their pay masters. I have seen documents, warrants, 

for many of the WHO arrests. Most of the WHO top guys are under observation. They 

just waiting. You have to understand, when a chief of police, or judge wants to issue the 

warrants, Bill Gates is there. How many billions do you want, we have been through 

this.  

 

(2:34).   

Q:  .. Dr. Faucci says there will be a second and third wave coming in December  ? 

K- We already have it in Iran. We have already faced the second phase, we already have 

the  

we come up with a new mixture .. 

(2:36).  

.. Just be patient, maybe by Tuesday One Nation will release new information .. 

 

K- How does it look from you . Golden Age of Gans , what feedback do you get? 

..  

Q: We are getting mixed response, some are for the so called, leading experts, and 

CDC, and WHO and to follow their vaccination ??    (2:38).   .. when we listen it to 

being energy pack,  

we have no authority,  this document ..??  

we are on a more faith understanding, love understanding, of the Golden Age of Gans, 

we are reassure everyone …  

 

(2:40). 

.. I spray the Dome of Peace. .. 

 

(2:42).  

.. makes a lot of people angry to think these experts are wrong, and we are right, .. 

K- I think most of the problem we had, as part of, the biggest fear .. 



 

(2:44). And all it is, it    sprayed Gans on people in meeting .. they pretended not to feel 

pain,, later called to get the Gans .. 

 

(2:46). . there was a report out, it says you need a certain level of virus before you show 

the signs of it, and every time you sneeze you release 200,000 Coronavirus in the 

environment, if you sneeze behind the mask, you still can infect me within 45 minutes 

of talk, if you are infected. .. if you are infected and you stand 2 meters from me, I get 

virus pieces every minute, and I need to be there within a few minutes to be saturation 

to catch. There is a saturation point, and it depends on the weakness of the body of the 

man.  

we released the key to 4 nations .. 

.. the implication for Trump is, I knew and I didn't implement it.   (2:48).  

the Italian people wanted the Key and went on Parliament and demanded the Key.  All 

the European's received instruction form US, nobody accepts this Key.   Italians broke 

rank and accepted it. 

At 10 PM Monday night it is in the White House.  .. there is no way that Trump can say 

I have not seen it .. 

 

(2:50).  

Q; If the world leaders are ready to do it .. 

K- If we do it in Iran in the coming days .. 

I have requested public acknowledgement and release for the Iranian nation … it will 

not be refused .. 

 

(2:52).  … when proven correct, it opens up the space .. 

if we can exist in the space without food .. 

Q: 

K-  we grow cows and slaughter them, growing agriculture is the same. We grow and 

cut them, dry them but do we need that anymore .. 

 

culture of Gans that we do not need to kill. 

in a very short time we don't even need Gans's .. 

even a stone has a soul. Then even an atom has a soul .. 

(2:54).  

 

we don't allow a soul to be created, we have the fields, then we don't commit a crime, to 

take the soul of an atom, the soul of a stone. .. We can ask  ..  

 

Have we got the permission for the soul of the copper . 

 

(2:56).  

 

(2:58).  

I made a mistake in my education, I realized it was all false. The nuclear industry is all 

made up. The only reason I am listened.  .. 

.. nuclear industry has no use anymore .. 

 

(3:00). (my mother) last week, 2 weeks was her birthday. .. they send your degree in a 

tube ..  it was my degree, 



I took my degree, and stuck under the toilet role… that's all it is worth .. I can't do 

anything with it . 

if you can't use your knowledge to serve pack it up and go somewhere else .. first serve 

yourself ..  

(3:02).   

Q: Peer review is in jeopardy .. 

K- The peer review has fallen down, we come to realize that those who peer review 

have a big bank accounts ..  

 

(3:04).  The first peer review, "The Creation of Black Hole," the one Stephen Hawkins 

stole.  

Von Braun was one of the biggest murders … 

 

Stephen Hawkins followed KF step by step .. 

 

(3:06).  

 

(3:10). 

If we look at Indian Airlines, it took less than 2 hours from the time he got it until he 

died.   

 

(3:12). Q: A lot of questions can be raised about the use of the Gans ..? 

K-  … it has the natural property of the water .. 

 

They did the analysis on Cup Number One.  .. 

 

(3:14).  

 

(3:16). In the spaceship are we going to create a king … 

 

the knowledge was already carried by them by the gene .. 

we don't need to eat, automatically  

 

(3:18). born through the energy system, we don't need to kill .. 

 

we are weeks away from it, not months . 

 

(3:20).  side door opening, so the effects will be immediate .. 

 

the new system we'll develop, will be side door, the fields stay constant ..  (3:22).  I 

made a deal with the Iranian regime, get the Corona through, and I'll show the 

Enhancement Unit in Iran . 

 

Thank you very much for all your work Golden age has arrived.  

Q; I am from Iran. can you explain about negative Inertia ..  (3:24).  

K- I never heard of negative mass .. negative Inertia .. 

 

They call Anti-gravity .. 

 

R- Perhaps you could define Inertia.  ? 



K- The Inertia is the MG field so the matter state. Gravity and M fields, is the 

interaction of the fields of the planetary system, from the center. When the Inertia and G 

fields interact,  (3:26). lead to creation of matter state. We see the sun, what we see on 

the surface of the sun, is when the matter Inertia, MG field of the H can accumulate and 

interact with the M field of the center of the sun, and those 2 interact fields, it's the same 

as what we see as a light on Earth. That's why the stars shine, that's the only reason they 

shine. The MG from the center which is plasmatic, which is total mass, which the 

Inertia .. if you understand the copy of it, what we call the STP, Inertia is the STP of the 

planet. And MG field form the center of the planet is the soul of it, the interaction of the 

2 create manifestation of the ?? visualization of the entity. As simple as that. When the 

fields are at the strength of manifestation at any dimension, we call it Inertia.  

Q: ..  

(3:28).  

K- Two things do you see it in your eye, or does anybody else but you see it? Does 

anybody else in the room confirms what you have seen. This is one question.  If you get 

10 people and they all see the flashing light, that is a different thing, But if you see the 

flashing lights, that's a different thing. Because if we see, this is the property of some of 

the MaGrav Systems when they see interact with some of the Star Formation, we have 

seen this a long time ago. You see we don't teach everything, when you come to it, that's 

why I can answer you immediately, Because we have done a lot of knowledge I don't 

disclose, you are not ready for it.  But there are 2 things, do you see this  

 

(3:30).   

 

(3:32).  

 

(3:34). K- Or put the photon papers, capture with .. 

 

A new machine to measure the fields of the Pl for the frit time.. 

 

 

(3:36). 

 

(3:38). We have moved into a new state of science that motors won't work.  

the motors are there as a backup . 

 

each system has a soul of the creation …  

total collective knowledge, 20 years of research sits in the Enhancement Unit, when you 

enter it will touch your soul , emotion . 

 

(3:40).  the people you hate, you'll become the loves .. 

if I can unite a family, a nation, humanity, it's the way I set it up.  

this unit carries the soul of being, it's alive,  created with life .. 

 

Any other question? 

 

Q:  

 

(3:42).  

.. how fast you could make this available for other viruses? 



K - it depends how you interact with other viruses . 

It's not that every virus is bad, we need energy packs .. 

(3:44). your lymph is an energy pack .. 

 

.. it has to be  

If one nation go .. I'll make sure that nation doesn't go anywhere. Don't forget I haven't 

shown all the cards in my pocket yet. You play games I'll lock you down .. 

I'll make America a land lock nation that nobody can move in or out of it.  .. just by 

your emotion ..    (3:46).  

 

(3:48).  

One of the KS who received the suit, do we have the pictures.  

Ella- We have some on the list .. 

Shows photo of Gans suit .. 

 

(3:50). This kind of clothing .. is for everyday use.. if you continuously use, you balance 

the fields ..  

Why these have no one to take a proper picture of it .. 

 

(3:52).  

.. the world leaders have become district managers of their state .. 

 

many will look into the KF for solutions .. 

 

(3:54) . not if, once our negotiation .. we'll release publications .. 

 

we'll hold on to it for a little longer if everlasting peace will prevail .. 

 

(3:55). Bye for now.  

 

END 

 

 


